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BOOK REVIEWS
GOD SAVE Tmis HONORABLE COURT! By Louis M. Kohlmeier, Jr. New
York: Scribner, 1972. Pp. 309.
ThE FuTUR OF Tmx NIXON CouRT. By Glendon Schubert. Honolulu:
University of Hawaii, 1972. Pp. 51.
God Save This Honorable Court! criticizes what the author considers
to be the recent marriage of the Supreme Court to politics. Although
he justifiably faults some mistakes made by Presidents Johnson and
Nixon in choosing nominees to fill openings on the Court, many of
his criticisms are unfounded.
Particularly misdirected is his intolerance of decisions made by the
Supreme Court. Of course, jurists have been analyzing and criticizing
Supreme Court decisions ever since our judicial system was established,
with a view toward enlightening the country to differing viewpoints
on law, policy, reasoning, or analysis, in much the same way as a
dissenting judge might. But it is quite another matter to criticize the
Court by calling into question its motives, morals and good faith
because one disagrees with its philosophy. Unfortunately, this is
exactly what the author has done.
Court decisions and events since the book was published make
challenging the author's conclusions even easier. But the way the
author reaches his conclusions is even more questionable than the con-
clusions themselves. Nearsightedness and minor incorrections result
inevitably from the author's attempt to boil complex constitutional
issues, personalities and philosophies down to his own common de-
nominator.
At least in his speech at the University of Hawaii in 1972, Pro-
fessor Schubert in The Future of the Nixon Court attempts a more
complex rendering of the Kohlmeier common denominator. But the
simplicity of categorization in both works leaves much to be desired.
The most important issue to both writers is whether a Supreme
Court justice is "conservative" or "liberal" as they define those terms,
in regard to civil liberties. Schubert rates "liberar, "moderate",
and "conservative" as to both civil liberties and economic issues.
By such irrelevant reckonings, both authors attempt to explain all
recent Supreme Court decisions. Rather like a grade school reader
might, both authors extrapolate from their former conclusions and
label the liberals the good guys and the conservatives the bad guys.
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Thus, although Kohlmeier's journalistic style can humanize Abe
Fortas, Earl Warren and Ramsey Clark with great understanding,
equally interesting notables receive nothing less than character as-
sassination simply because they adhere to a different philosophy than
does Mr. Kohlmeier. Small wonder the author admits some occurrences
and actions to be inexplicable-they simply cannot be explained by his
criteria.
Of course, any criteria by which a justice is labelled are suspect.
Instead of analyzing the social environment, the action or inaction,
the possibilities of decision open to the Court, and the background
and reasoning of each justice, both authors take the easy way out and
their work thereby suffers. Although it is interesting coffee cup con-
versation to view all Supreme Court decisions as solely political, such
an outlook is hardly profound, realistic or insightful.
I would have preferred a large view of the history of Supreme
Courlt nominations and a greater respect for precedent from both
authors. This might have allowed a more consistent approach to the
Supreme Court, whether termed 'Warren" or "Nixon." Instead, both
authors delight in "Warren Court activism" yet abhor what might be
called activism in today's Court. Better yet, both authors might have
explored the question of activism by the Supreme Court altogether.
Both authors criticize Presidential nominations of justices on the
basis of their own philosophical preferences rather than on the basis
of legal criteria such as competence, achievement, temperament, ju-
dicial propriety and non-judicial record. Both authors in their nar-
rowness overlook the history of constitutional law, in which interpreta-
tions have always shifted and settled into often strange nooks and
crannies, only to be swept up by other currents when the time is ripe.
And both authors are disappointing in their myopic choice of issues
and criteria by which to judge a Court.
Any liberal, moderate or conservative labelling which does not
trace the reasons behind a Court decision will fail. Those who would
presume to see the future by such labels would be more successful
with a crystal ball. No one knows what and how issues will come
before the Court in the future or how the social environment and
philosophies of law will interplay to formulate the final decision.
A more complex and openminded approach to the Supreme Court
might not be as popularly accepted as what both authors have written,
but it would certainly be a significant step toward a more realistic
understanding of the decisions reached by the Supreme Court.
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